Move. Tow. Carry. Hau L.

Long bed model shown in Screaming Yellow with ladder rack. STREET LEGAL

Summit Utilitruck

LSV

Available

Driven to work, there’s a Summit Utilitruck for the
college campus, the park system, the military base or
the industrial complex. And, with zero emissions your
Summit Utilitruck is even friendly to indoor environments.
Engineered for safety, every Summit Utilitruck is equipped
with 4 wheel hydraulic brakes, an AC powered drive system,
automotive lighting, controls and steering.
The Summit Utilitruck is available as a NEV which is street
legal on roads with posted speed limits of 35 mph. Frequently
used in commercial fleets, you can rest assured the Summit
Utilitruck will also have a positive impact on your bottom line.

Long bed model shown in Titanium White.

Perfect For:





 Maintenance
Schools / Universities
 Hospitals
Government / Municipalities
 Parks
Resorts
Wherever clean, efficient transportation is needed

www.parcar.com
Short bed model in Screaming Yellow with 48” deck.

Move. Tow. Carry. Hau L.
Summit Utilitruck

Build Your Own

Color | Options | Customization

Cargo Box

Van Body

2nd Row of Seats

Strobe Light

Modular cab system

Hard Door Cab

Adjustable bucket seats
for two passengers

Rhino-TuffTM polymer body
designed to withstand the
wear of everyday use

4 bed lengths available

Pure electric AC
powered drive
system standard

Front tubular
steel bumper

4 wheel hydraulic
brakes standard

Built in charger plugs
into any standard outlet
for convenient charging

Quick Specs
Passenger Capacity | Up to 6

Rated Capacity | Up to 1,500 lbs.**

Towing Capacity | Up to 1,500 lbs.

Features, options, specifications, color availability and model designation are subject to change without notice. Some vehicles are pictured with options
that may be available at extra cost or may not be available on some models. Ask your dealer about the availability of options and verify that the vehicle
you order includes the equipment you require. * Range will vary depending upon load, temperature, terrain, driving style and battery pack selected.
** Includes personnel, cargo, options & accessories.

Made in
USA

Green

American Made

Smart Power

Built Strong

Easy Maintenance

Extreme Range

Ergonomics
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